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This is the first album containing compositions by Emil Strandberg only, hence the title
Works. But this is also a musician that works, who puts himself in challenging situations and
poses musical problems that he tries to solve the best he can. Over the last years Emil has
been heard in two other trios he is the leader of: one plays standards, the other one free
improvisations. Works, on the other hand, is all about his music.
And here we hear ES in yet another naked setting: this time acoustic guitar and double bass. It
is an unusual context for a trumpet player and displays some of Emil’s trademarks. He is a
gentle musician who feels strongly about timbre and elegance, and who tries to communicate
with fellow musicians and listeners in an intimate way. It is an open interplay, although
connected to a composed framework of melodies and harmony – granted that it is more
abstract in some tracks than in others.
In 2008, the album Once Around was released, on which Emil plays duo together with pianist
Jonas Östholm. This got Emil a nomination for the Swedish Radio award Jazzkatten, an
award he received in 2012 instead, then as a member of Seval (group of the year).
“Over the past couple of years Strandberg has emerged as one of Scandinavia's most
impressive horn players” – The Chicago Reader
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* Strandberg/Sandell/Thorman: It is night... (2013)
* Fire!Orchestra: Exit! (2013)
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* Seval: 2 (2012)

* Seval: I Know You (2011)
* Joakim Milder: Takeaway (2010)
* Paavo: Cançó del paó (2010)
* Strandberg/Sandell/Thorman: Sthlm, Swe…(2009)
* E. Strandberg & J. Östholm: Once Around (2008)
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